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ABSTRACT
Embedded speaker recognition in mobile devices could involve sev-
eral ergonomic constraints and a limited amount of computing re-
sources. GMM/UBM systems have proved their efficiency in more
classical contexts where good accuracy depends on a relatively large
quantity of speech data. The proposed GMM/UBM extension ad-
dresses the situations with limited resources and takes advantage
from the temporal structure of speech by using client-customised
utterances harnessed by a Markov model. New temporal informa-
tion is then used to enhance discrimination with Viterbi decoding
by increasing the gap between client and impostor tests.
Experiments on the MyIdea database are performed when impos-
tors know the client-utterance and also when they do not, highlight-
ing the potential of this new approach. A relative gain up to 64% in
terms of EER is achieved when impostors do not know the client ut-
terances and performance is equivalent to the GMM/UBM baseline
system in other configurations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Classical speaker recognition engines, working on text-independent

inputs, allow a high level of performance as shown during NIST
evaluation [11]. In a realistic application, the efficiency of these
systems could be influenced by several constraints. An embedded
application for example often has computational and memory lim-
itations as well as ergonomic aspects; these can mean small quan-
tities of model data and short test audio sequences. State-of-the-art
speaker recogntion systems, which often follow the GMM/UBM
paradigm [2] depend strongly on the quantity of training data avail-
able to enrol a speaker and usually requires a few minutes of speech
to achieve good performance [5].
A positive contribution to this problem is to increase the amount
of information taken into account by the system by including text

dependencies, like in a user-customised password scenario [1]. In
this case, the Temporal Structure Information (TSI) gathered from
the password helps to compensate for the lack of data due to short
duration of audio sequences. In order to model the TSI of speech
while achieving statistical modelling, a word recognition system
could be combined with a speaker recognition system [7].
An embedded system is often confronted with strongly variable in-
puts and implementation constraints. Due to this constraint, the
acoustic modelling used in the recognition has to be adapted to the
environment. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) modelling does not
seem well suited as full model adaptation requires a large amount of
data and a significant resource consumption. Furthermore the con-
ventional HMM/Viterbi approach does not seem to fit the password-
based speaker recognition task. Indeed, the information gathered
from the user-customised passwords aims to discriminate clients
who pronounce their own password from impostors i) the correct
client password, or ii) an unknown utterance. Here we consider par-
ticularly the latter case. The Viterbi decoding provides an optimal
alignment for client but also impostor test sequences and the max-
imisation of the likelihood computed for impostor test sequences
could lead to a drop in performance. A way to improve discrimina-
tion between client and impostor tests is to add a priori information
on the password temporal structure. Including such information
within the Viterbi decoding aims to degrade scores for impostor
accesses.
In this paper, two approaches are associated in an architecture able
to deal with the application context constraints. The first is the
standard GMM/UBM paradigm, well known for the general acous-
tic space modelling and its text-independent speaker recognition
abilities. The second one is an HMM/Viterbi approach used to take
advantages of the text-dependent and TSI aspects by using a Semi-
Continuous HMM (SCHMM) [12]. Such a combined system was
originally proposed in [3] for speaker recognition and extended to
word recognition in [10].
A key point here is the inclusion of an external, additional synchro-
nisation process during testing. The process is a Viterbi decoding
and aims to enhance discrimination by using the temporal struc-
ture of the pronounced utterance. The aim is to reduce score values
when the speaker does not know the client password, by making the
Viterbi path sub-optimal. Ideally, the separate information source
should be complementary and external to the SCHMM TSI, such as
video synchronisation. In this work, we use a word-based synchro-
nisation from an automatic alignment process. Preliminary results
of this approach were shown in [8] and [9]; this paper focus on the



constrained Viterbi decoding with more accuracy and shows more
precise results.
The specific acoustic architecture is described in Section 2. The
constrained Viterbi algorithm is described in Section 3. Section 4
describes the experimental protocol and results. It includes a de-
scription of the MyIdea database. Section 5 summarises the bene-
fits of this approach and presents future work direction.

2. A THREE LEVEL ACOUSTIC ARCHI-
TECTURE

The proposed three level architecture shown in Figure 1 is called
EBD for Embedded LIA_SpkDet and is an extension of the well
known GMM/UBM paradigm configured to deal with the user-
customised speaker recognition task.

GMM/UBM the architecture of the two first layers of the EBD is
similar to a classical GMM/UBM speaker recognition sys-
tem. A text-independent model of every client is trained by
adapting the UBM. This adaptation is described below.

User-customised extension the previous text-independent speaker
model is then used to obtain a SCHMM with the goal of
harnessing the TSI of the utterance chosen by this speaker.
Each state of the SCHMM is trained from a part of that utter-
ance using an iterative Viterbi decoding process. During the
test, classical Viterbi decoding is again performed with this
SCHMM. Details of the training and test are given below.

Two scores are computed, the first is obtained with only the GMM/UBM
modelling and the second is computed with the SCHMM model.
These scores are combined to provide a final score for the decision
stage.

Universal 
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PassWord 1

State 1 State 2 State n

Acoustic
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Speaker Models

Text-dependent
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Figure 1: General view of the EBD model architecture.

2.1 Training step
The EBD model is trained in three steps, each corresponding to

one level of the architecture. The UBM is firstly trained to model
the acoustic speech space. It is built off line using a suitably large
amount of representative data. It is trained with a classical EM/ML
algorithm [4]. The training of the speaker text-independent models
consists in adapting the UBM/GMM with the available data pro-
nounced by the client. An energy labelling is performed on the sig-
nal and only the frames deemed to be speech are kept. The model
is obtained by adapting the UBM using the EM algorithm with the
MAP criterion [6].
The third level is to initialise an utterance SCHMM model; the ut-
terance sequence is cut into S segments {segi} of the same length.
Each state i of the SCHMM is adapted from the speaker text-independent
model using the speech-labelled frames of segi. An EM/MAP al-
gorithm is applied on the weight parameters. Then the SCHMM is
optimised using a classical Viterbi algorithm (a new segmentation
is achieved by Viterbi and is used to adapt the state models). The

number of states of the SCHMM is experimentally determined. Fi-
nally, the transition probabilities of the SCHMM are computed us-
ing the relative length of each segment.

2.2 Testing step
During a test, the score between the input signal and an utterance

SCHMM model is derived from the corresponding Viterbi path. As
for the training, the log-likelihood for an input frame is only com-
puted for each Gaussian component of the text-independent model.
The system is computational efficient since scores from the orig-
inal GMM/UBM are used throughout, with only the weightings
changed according to state occupancy of the SCHMM.
This scoring process is equivalent in terms of computation to a
classical GMM/UBM system producing two scores. The first is ob-
tained with only the text-independent speaker model and the second
is computed with the SCHMM model, which itself has two oper-
ational modes, namely without further constraints or constrained
by the external information as described in Section 3. These two
scores are normalised using the log-likelihood of the UBM. They
are then combined to give a final score for the decision stage. An
empirically-tuned weighted linear combination is used.

3. THE CONSTRAINED VITERBI
Synchronisation points are generated from an external source

during both the training and testing phase. These points are used to
strongly constrain the Viterbi decoding. This constraint is obtained
by allowing or forbidding transitions of the SCHMM correspond-
ing to the synchronisation points (labelled S in Figure 2). In this
case, the bottom layer of the EBD system could be compared to
a succession of sub-SCHMM. The Viterbi algorithm is then pro-
cessed from one synchronisation point until the next with the cor-
responding sub-SCHMM.

State 1 State 2 State 3 State 5 State 6State 4 State 7

W W W WS S

SEGMENT 1 SEGMENT 2 SEGMENT 3

Figure 2: Use of an External Segmentation in the bottom layer
of the EBD system to constraint the Viterbi decoding and in-
crease the discriminative power of the EBD approach.

Two types of consequences could be expected from the proposed
contraining procedure. The addition of complementary information
could improve the training of SCHMM models. Such an improve-
ment could potentially lead to increase client scores during the test-
ing phase.
The second effect, mainly expected when constraining the Viterbi
decoding consists in increasing the discrimination power of the
EBD approach. This effect is described below.
The external constraint is illustrated on Figure 3. The Viterbi path
computed under this constraint is not allowed to pass through the
blackened states area. Free zones correspond to the intersection of
the synchronisation computed on both the training and the testing
utterances. Figure 3 shows paths obtained on a same model for two
different password occurrences:

• the occurrence used to train this SCHMM model;

• one occurrence of the same password, pronounced by the
client.
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Figure 3: Alignment for client training and test utterances with
an external synchronisation.

The temporal structure of a client test utterance is supposed to
be close to the temporal structure of the training utterance. With
this hypothesis the path computed for the client test utterance goes
through the non-forbidden area only. This is illustrated by Figure
3. In this case, the synchronisation constraint has no effect on the
Viterbi decoding and the resulting score remains high.

Figure 4 shows two expected alignment path for a given im-
postor test utterance, one with the synchronisation constraint (the
more central one) with or without the synchronisation constraint.
The temporal structure of an impostor utterance is assumed to be
strongly different from the client password structure. The path re-
sulting from the alignment of this utterance on the client-password
SCHMM without applying the external constraint is assumed to go
through the forbidden area. Thus, the synchronisation constraint
forces the algorithm to find a path through the authorised area. This
path is not optimal and the impostor score is therefor lower than the
one computed without any constraint.
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Figure 4: Alignment for impostor utterance with and without
external synchronisation.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 The MyIdea database
Experiments are performed on the BIOMET part of the MyIdea

database. This database contains audio-video records from 30 male

speakers. In this subpart of MyIdea, 25 sentences are recorded in 3
sessions for each speaker. Twelve of these sentences are the same
for all the speakers, ten short (about 3 seconds) and 2 long sen-
tences (about 6 seconds). Other occurrences are speaker or session
dependent. The three sessions are recorded under controlled acous-
tic and illumination conditions. MyIdea presents several drawbacks
for our work. The recordings are not made in a real environment.
The sentence duration variability is limited (2 or 3 seconds for the
utterance occurrences), the sentences are too long for a real pass-
word dedicated system, and the number of speakers is small for a
speaker verification experiment. However it use is reported here
with future work aimed at incorporating visual information.

4.2 Experimental protocol
The 30 male speakers are separated into two groups -A and B-

each with 15 speakers. Each group is successively used as the
Client-set with the others used to train the UBM. The UBM is
trained using the whole recorded material of the 15 speakers of the
UBM-set.
When using the A-group data set to train the UBM model, the
speakers from the B-group are used for enrolment and tests. Due to
the small number of speakers available, a jacknifing process is used
by training a client model for each available speaker session. Each
of the 15 speakers of this Client-set is successively considered as a
client for which the 14 other speakers of the Client-set are impos-
tors.
Each client text-independent GMM model is derived from the UBM
by using two long sentences and one occurrence of the selected
short sentence (around 8 seconds of speech). The utterance-dependent
model is trained with the same short sentence occurrence (around
2 seconds of speech). With the jacknifing process, 900 utterance
models are trained (10 short sentences, 3 sessions and 30 clients).
The short sentences not used for utterance training are compared
to the client model. 1,800 client tests are performed (2 test occur-
rences for each of the 900 utterances).
Three configurations of impostor tests are proposed. The speaker
and utterance models are compared to the 14 impostors who are the
remaining speakers of the same group.

UNKNOWN configuration the linguistic content of the impos-
tor test occurrences is different from the training material of
client models. Each speaker model is compared to three ran-
domly selected short sentences (one per session) out of the 9
remaining sentences of each of the 14 impostor speakers.

KNOWN configuration the linguistic content of the impostor test
sequences is the same as the occurrences used to train the
client models. Each utterance model is compared to three
randomly selected sentences from each of the 14 other speak-
ers of the Client-set.

ALL configuration the impostor tests are all tests from both the
KNOWN and the UNKNOWN configurations.

For both KOWN and UNKNOWN configurations, the number of
impostor tests is constant for a given client. Moreover the global
number of impostor tests is 37, 800 in those two configurations and
75, 600 in the ALL configuration.

4.3 System configuration
Mel-scaled frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) are used, com-

puted every 10ms. An energy labelling is applied to separate the
speech frames from the non-speech frames. Acoustic feature frames
are 32-dimension vectors, 15 cepstral coefficients, the log-energy
and the corresponding ∆ coefficients.



In the experimental configuration, the number of components in
GMMs is fixed to 256 and all mean parameters of the text-independent
speaker models are adapted. Only the 32 most significant weights
parameters are adapted for each SCHMM state.

4.4 Results
Experiments are conducted to asses the contributions coming

from the three components, GMM/UBM, SCHMM and the con-
strained Viterbi. The GMM/UBM is regarded as the baseline. Ben-
efits of the SCHMM extension are predicted to come from the TSI
and the constrained decoding. The experimental results are pre-
sented in Table 1.

Configuration GMM
baseline

EBD system

Free Constrained
UNKNOWN 2.46 1.11 0.89

KNOWN 4.00 4.06 4.07
ALL 3.22 2.83 2.83

Table 1: EER of GMM compared to the EBD system with 20
states per SCHMM, when constraining or not the Viterbi de-
coding

The first column of Table 1 shows the results of the GMM base-
line. Error rates fall from 4.00% to 3.22% and finally 2.46%for the
KNOWN, ALL and UNKNOWN conditions respectively. These
results show that the text-dependency has a real influence on the
GMM/UBM performances. Decreasing the variability between the
phonetic contents of the training and the test material allows suc-
cessive improvements in reducing EER.

The main expected advantage of the EBD system using SCHMM
compared to a classical GMM/UBM is to incorporate the password-
based information like the password itself and the relative TSI. This
point is evaluated by the experiments presented in the second col-
umn of Table 1. A classical Viterbi algorithm is used in this exper-
iment. Error rates fall from 2.46% to 1.11% by using SCHMM
when impostors do not know the client passwords. This result
is not confirmed when the impostors know the client utterances
(KNOWN) and the performance of the EBD and GMM/UBM sys-
tems are equivalent.

In order to evaluate the effect of an external synchronisation, a
new experiment is performed. Results of this experiment are pre-
sented in the third column of Table 1. As expected, performance of
the EBD in the UNKNOWN condition improves when constraining
the Viterbi decoding with an external segmentation. In this condi-
tion, impostors do not know the client password and pronounce
a different utterance whose temporal structure is penalised by the
synchronisation constraint.

A further analyse of the evolution of the client and impostor
scores is presented in the following paragraphs.

Figure 5 shows the evolution of client score distributions with
and without constraining the Viterbi decoding. Distributions of
client scores remain equivalent with or without the external infor-
mation. This additional information seems not to improve the qual-
ity of SCHMM models in terms of likelihood with test data. This
observation could be explained by the nature of the additional in-
formation coming from a phonetical alignment. This information
could be over correlated with the acoustic information already ex-
ploited by the SCHMM extension. At the same time, these results
show that the Viterbi algorithm is still optimal when dealing with
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Figure 5: Evolution of the client text-dependent score distribu-
tions with or without external synchronisation constraint.

client test utterances and does not degrade client scores.
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Figure 6: Evolution of the impostors text-dependent score dis-
tributions with or without external synchronisation constraint.

The integration of an external source of information in the Viterbi
decoding is predicted to degrade the impostor scores.
Figure 6 confirms that impostor scores decrease significantly when
adding an external source of information. Furthermore, Figure 7
shows that the effect of the Viterbi constraint affects a huge major-
ity of impostor tests. This observation shows that the synchronisa-
tion constraint allows the Viterbi algorithm to provide sub-optimal
alignment when the temporal structure of the test utterance is dif-
ferent from the training utterance structure.
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Figure 7: Evolution of the impostor text-dependent scores dis-
tributions with or without external synchronisation constraint.

The same experiment performed with impostors knowing the
client password (Fig. 8) shows that the effect of the external in-
formation is less significant in this configuration due to the similar
temporal structure of the utterance. This effect is not sufficient to
discriminate speakers by the way they pronounce a lexical content.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
The approach proposed in this paper is designed for embed-

ded applications. It takes advantages from a GMM/UBM text-
independent approach and the HMM/Viterbi speech-recognition power.
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Figure 8: Evolution of the of impostors text-dependent scores
distributions with or without external synchronisation con-
straint.

In addition we propose a version of the Viterbi algorithm con-
strained by an external source synchronisation. The use of this
temporal information in a speaker recognition system leads to im-
proved performance by reducing impostor scores.
Performances of our approach is equivalent to the GMM/UBM
baseline system when not considering the linguistic content (exam-
ple of EER in KNOWN condition, GMM: 4.00, EBD 4.07) whereas
the proposed approach outperforms the GMM/UBM when impos-
tors do not know the client utterance (EER in UNKNOWN condi-
tion, GMM: 2.46, EBD: 1.11). Furthermore, the external synchro-
nisation allows an additional gain when impostors do not know the
client utterance (EER in UNKNOWN condition, EBD without con-
straint: 1.11, constrained-EBD: 0.89).

Future work will focus on the multi-modality by substituting the
phonetic segmentation with temporal information extracted from
the video stream. By incorporating this strong constraint in the
training and testing phases we aim at increasing the performance
and to thwart replay attacks. The EBD approach will be tuned to
better balance the speaker and utterance specific information in or-
der to outperform the baseline GMM in every condition. Moreover,
given that the first results show the ability of the EBD approach to
take advantage of the linguistic content of customised utterances,
more tests are to be performed to evaluate the performance of the
EBD system with more utterance-variability, for example consider-
ing the utterance duration.
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